Introduction.
With the objective of providing a straightforward numerical method for the determination of poles and zeros of functions defined by Taylor series this note reexamines Hadamard's solution of this problem, which is found in his classical thesis. 1 The best known part of Hadamard's solution is the criterion which enables one to determine the meromorphic character of the expanded function and the total number of poles on the circle of convergence. But this solution also includes a method of determining these poles as functions of the Taylor coefficients, and Hadamard himself intimated that his results should prove useful in the numerical evaluation of poles and zeros. However, it seems that, as a device in numerical analysis, his method has attracted much less attention than it deserves. This may be due to the fact that Hadamard's criterion for the number of poles employs limits superior, which are impractical for numerical work.
In this paper no use is made of limits superior, and the number of poles on the circle of convergence is ascertained by the process of evaluating their affixes. Besides determining the polynomial whose zeros are all the poles of the expanded function on the circle of convergence with their proper multiplicities, the paper also determines the polynomial whose zeros are the different poles of highest order only. These results are based on an identity and an inequality for persymmetric determinants involving successive Taylor coefficients of rational and meromorphic functions, which seem to be new, and may also prove useful in other applications.
2.
A formula for persymmetric determinants. We first are going to establish an identity for persymmetric determinants of the form (1) , (m) where the 2m -1 numbers c n +i, c n+2 , • • • , c n +2m-i are successive coefficients in the Taylor series expansion of a rational function.
Suppose, at first, the rational function has only simple poles and is of the form g 0 (z) =2^=0^= -]C*-if*/(s -**), **^0-We wish to evaluate d^=d^\g 0 ].
Since Cn=ZXiftfT (,,+1) (» = 0, 1, • • • ), we have
- (n+p+2) - (n+2p) where the sum is extended over all the combinations (with repetitions) ki, &2, • • • , kp of the numbers 1, 2, • • • , p. Since the combinations with repeated elements lead to vanishing determinants we may also write
The sum of determinants in the last formula is known to be equal to the square of the difference-product of the numbers Zi, 22, • • • , z p ; hence
A = n (** -**')*.
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Now suppose the 2p -\ numbers c n +i, Cn+2, • • • , c n +2 P -i are successive Taylor coefficients of the more general rational function 
and consider, instead of the function g{z) y the function
gi(z) has only simple poles. Its partial fraction expansion is 2 . Hence
We now assume that the numbers z k ,i depend on a variable 8, and
Instead of g\{z) and c n ' we now have g(z, ô) and c n (8) respectively. Comparing (5) and (3), we see that g(z f ô) converges to g(z), c n (ô) converges to c n , as 5->0. Hence d (^[ g(d) ] converges to d ( n p) [g] , as S->0. Moreover, by (4), TTk{Zk,i) converges to f *,, as 8->0. Using all these limits, we obtain from (6) an [g\ = Af 1 f 2 ' ' ' U (2l 22 ' ' * Z tt )
3.
The equation for all the poles on the circle of convergence. In the following, the numbers a n will represent the Taylor coefficients of any analytic function that has no singularities other than poles on its circle of convergence about 0. And besides such determinants as defined in (1), we shall consider determinants dffi
, where
and fi(z) is regular in \z\ ^R -rr, r>l; suppose
If, in (10), we put v successively equal to n+p, n+p-\-l, • • • , n + 2p -l, we have £ equations for the unknowns 71, 72, • • • , 7 P , whose solution is, provided <4
where e^ denotes the determinant obtained from d^ when <z n , a»+i, • • • , dn+p-x are replaced by a n + pj a n +p+i, • • • , o: w+22 ,-i respectively.
The determinants e { £ are easily estimated. Since </>(z) is regular in |s| ^R f and ƒ(#) is regular in \z\ <r y there is some number <r>l such that a n = 0(an R~n), a n = 0{<r n,^-l) rn ) as n-> 00 ; hence (12) e n % = 0{r R ) = 0(j r ), asw--»°o.
A lower bound for the determinants d^ [f] is derived from identity (7). If g(z) =J2nC n z n , /i0) =J^nb n z n } then a n = bn+c n , and d^lf] is the sum of djf } [g] and several other determinants, each of which has at least one column of è's and otherwise columns of c's. Hence, as in (12), (13) dn
But since, by (7), for n = 0, 1, 2,
where AT is a positive constant, we deduce from (13) that there is another constant Mi such that, for sufficiently large n, (14)
\d?
) \f]\>M*-.
In particular, d^ [ƒ ] 5*0 when w is sufficiently large.
• Inequalities (12) and (14), together with equation (11), prove the theorem.
Let it be noted that, since
This relation implies r* = lim n .J <#>[ƒ] |-i/».* It is not necessary that all the poles z k should lie on the circle | z| =r. Indeed, we may state the following:
The proof of this corollary is an obvious variation of the proof given above.
If
; hence a" = 0 for p>s, and consequently e^=0 for n>s -p. On the other hand, f(z) is the sum of a polynomial /i(z) of degree s-p and a fraction g{z) such as in (3). Hence, for n>s-p, d^lf] =4 P) kl^O, by (7). Thus, relation (9) holds, for n>s-p, with 0 substituted for the second term. In particular,
The numbers 7* having been found, the numbers a v are given by (10). Thus, the coefficients of the polynomials TT(Z) and yp(z) are expressed, by (15) and (10), as rational functions of the Taylor coefficients ao, ai, ---, a p+8 of ƒ(z) =\^{z)/ir(z).
4. An inequality for persymmetric determinants. In the following as in the foregoing we shall assume the function ƒ(z) =^2 n (inZ n to have no singularities other than poles on the circle of convergence |z| =r of the Taylor series. We shall be interested no longer in all the poles, but only in the poles of highest order on \z\ =r. We shall say that ƒ (z) is of order m on | z\ =r if f{z) has there at least one pole of order m y and no other singularities but poles of order less than or equal to m.
We where e$ denotes the determinant that is obtained from d^ when a n , dn+i, ' • • , öWg-i are replaced by cx n+fl , «n+e+i, * • * > a n +2 q -i respectively. Using estimate (17) for the a's and a corresponding estimate for the a's, we find readily (22) e n i = 0(n r ), as#-><*>.
andj\{z) is regular in \z\ <r and of order less than mon \z\ =r; suppose ir(z) = (z -zi)(z -Z2) ---(z -z q )=z q +yiZ
Taking into account that, by assumption, the poles z\, z 2 , • • * , z q are different from each other, we deduce from relation (18) 
In particular, d^lfj^O when w is sufficiently large. Inequalities (22) and (23), together with equation (21), prove the theorem.
6. Converses of Theorems 1 and 2. In problems where the poles of f(z) are to be determined from the given Taylor coefficients, it is, in general, not known, a priori, what and how many singularities/(s) has on the circle of convergence \z\ =r of its Taylor series expansion. Even if f(z) is known to be meromorphic, Theorems 1 and 2 do not always suffice to establish the polynomial w(z) whose zeros are all the poles, or the poles of highest order, of f(z) on | z\ = r, as the numbers p or q may not be known. In such a case the procedure to follow is to investigate the behavior of the quotients o?*[/]/#l w) [/] , as n-»<*>, successively for m = l, 2, • • • . From the convergence properties of these sequences the nature and number of the singularities of f{z) on |z| -r can be deduced, as will be shown in the following converses of Theorems 1 and 2. It will always be assumed that f(z) =X^#n2 w has a positive radius of convergence. PROOF. According to the definition of the determinants d$, d%\ and since the quotients dl^/d^ exist, by assumption, for sufficiently large », we have
Let r be the radius of convergence oî^2 n a n z n ; then a n = 0(r'~n), as »-^oo, for any r'<r. If we choose r' so that R -rr' >r, we obtain, by substituting (24) in (25), a n + P = a n + Yi^n-fi + 720"+2 + • ' ' + Jv a n+p = 0(R~n), as n -• > oo.
Hence the function </>(z) -ir{z)f{z) =^2 P a v z v is regular in \z\ ^R>r. This implies that ƒ (z) has no other singularities than, at most, p poles on the circle \z\ =r, which are among the zeros of TT(Z).
Hf(z) had less than p poles on \z\ -r, some relation like (24) PROOF. Let r be the radius of convergence of ^n^nS w , and let m be the order of f{z) on \z\ -r. If ƒ (z) had less than q poles on |z| =r, some relation like (26) would, by Theorem 2, hold true for q' <q, in contradiction with the hypothesis. Hence ƒ (z) has q'^q poles of order m on \z\ =r.
As in the proof of Theorem 3, we have, for sufficiently large », (27) a n -(1/d* )(a n +id n i + a n +2d n 2 + • • • + a n +qdn q ) = 0.
PROOF. AS in the proof of Theorem 3 it is seen that ƒ (z) has no other singularities than, at most, p poles (counted according to their multiplicities) on the circle of convergence |z| -r oî f(z) =^2 n a n z n . If, on \ z \ =r i ƒ0 s ) had less than p poles, or if some of the poles were of higher than the first order, then ƒ(z) would have q<p poles of highest order on |z| =r. This would imply, by Theorem 2, the existence of the limits lining Since the order of these latter determinants increases with n } they are not suited for practical purposes. If numerical evaluation of the zeros of F(z) is required, it is advisable to compute first the coefficients a n of the reciprocal function f(z), and then to work with the determinants dffîlf] as given in (8). If ƒ(*) =]£ 7j,(Zn2 IS the negative reciprocal of F(z) ^^nAnZ 71 , and the coefficient A 0 is made to be -1, then the coefficients a" are given by the simple recursion formulae : To illustrate the numerical efficiency of the method, the two conjugate complex roots zi, z 2 of smallest absolute value of F(z) =z -e z = 0 were computed. The results are exhibited in the following 
